Proteomic changes during tuber dormancy release process revealed by iTRAQ quantitative proteomics in potato.
Given that limited information is available with regard to tuber dormancy release related proteome, we conducted proteome analysis of tuber dormancy release process at dormant tuber (DT), dormancy release tuber (DRT) and sprouting tuber (ST) using the iTRAQ technology. A total of 1,752 proteins were identified. Among them, a subset of 316 proteins was screened as significant up- (137) and down regulated (179) between DT vs DRT. A subset of 120 proteins experienced significant up- (40) or down-regulation (80) between DRT vs ST. The differentially expressed proteins were grouped into 11 functional categories. Proteins enriched in functional categories of major carbohydrate (CHO) metabolism, glycolysis, fermentation, amino acid metabolism, protein and transport were highly up-regulated, while functional categories of photosynthesis and RNA were down-regulated between DT vs DRT. Proteins enriched in functional groups of protein, cell wall, lipid metabolism, miscellaneous, and signaling were strongly up-regulated, while functional categories of photosynthesis, hormone metabolism and protein were down-regulated between DRT vs ST. Consistent with previous documented differentially expressed genes, most of differentially expressed proteins were also identified between DT and DRT, indicating the metabolism shift from growth suspension to growth activation as tubers dormancy breaking. The changes in protein profiles showed lower concordance with corresponding alterations in transcript levels, indicating possible transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation. Furthermore, the possible mechanism of tuber dormancy release was discussed in relation to what was known in transcripts change and other plant models from carbohydrate metabolism, protein metabolism, stress response, redox regulation, transcription regulation, DNA metabolism, amino acid metabolism, development, signaling as well as hormone metabolism.